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With the increased use of "smart" wireless handheld devices, software applications geared toward such mobile platforms are becoming more common. Such devices are being equipped with more than just the ability to place phone calls, and come with applications that provide users with increased functionalities and convenience. However, using third-party application that can be downloaded from app stores or developer websites can also increase the risk of exposure to malicious software programs. Under such circumstances where these devices allow software from third parties to be installed, the onus of protecting the user's privacy falls directly into the hands of the user himself. There is sufficient incentive for attackers to target these handheld devices, either for gathering sensitive information about the user, or for creating a simple denial of service attack.
In this work we introduce a containment based security enforcement mechanism designed to contain applications inside virtual containers, separating the running instance of a program from the rest of the system while providing a complete execution environment that supports monitoring, profiling, and controlling applications. We take a two-fold approach towards these goals: isolation through virtualization and resource management. Isolation addresses the containment of processes at process control and file system levels, whereas resource management handles accounting, profiling, and provisioning of system resources, including central processing unit (CPU), memory, network, battery, and storage, etc. With these mechanisms in place, we believe a wide range of security policies can be effectively enforced to provide a secure and lightweight execution environment for applications for "smart" handheld devices. ii Approved for public release; distribution unlimited. 
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Introduction
With the increase of computing power, memory, storage, and wireless connectivity mobile wireless devices are increasingly used by a wide spectrum of users, in everyday life as well as in military scenarios. These new hand-held devices are capable of carrying significant amount of personal data, like financial bank-related information and important documents. Expectantly, therefore, there has been a significant rise in the threat level around malware and malicious software for hand-held mobile embedded devices. As a result, such mobile devices should be considered as an important part of overall security infrastructure.
Most hand-held mobile devices today are equipped with a phone, web browser, music player, camera, and a horde of other applications and services. Google Android, NeoFreeRunner, Nokia Maemo, iPhone OS and Windows Phone OS are some noteworthy hand-held device platforms capable of performing most of the functions previously found only in full-fledged desktop operating systems. Usability of such devices is further increased by the availability of third-party applications that can be purchased or freely downloaded by users from online application stores or developer websites. This possibility for greater functionality and convenience, however, also exposes the user to a greater risk from malicious software programs. While mobile applications that can be downloaded from untrusted third-party sites are commonly regarded as the main source of such malicious software, security risks can also come from vendor-certified app stores, as it is difficult for the vendors to thoroughly test thousands of applications whose behavior could potentially be made time and location dependent. Further, even the built-in applications that come with such wireless mobile devices may contain security holes that need to be addressed.
Hand-held wireless devices are different than conventional computing platforms, such as desktop computers, in several aspects. Firstly, such devices have very limited resources in terms of computing power, power supply (batteries), memory, etc. A malicious program targeting these weaknesses, for example, can easily drain the battery through excessive use of CPU or radio communication. Secondly, hardware parts are tightly integrated, which makes it difficult to identify the source of an abnormal condition. For example, if a program is able to totally blank out the display, it is not convenient to replace the graphics screen with another to test if it is the problem is with the display screen, or in the active application, or the in the operating system itself. Thirdly, such hand-held devices are often viewed as "small" peripheral clients to the larger desktop or laptop computers, directly connected through a Universal Serial Bus (USB) or other communication channels. This makes it easier for the malicious program in the device to attack and compromise the host. On the other hand, this also makes it easier for the host computer to attack the devices, when, say, a user wants to charge the phone through a USB connection to another person's computer. Fourthly, due to mobile nature of such devices, and lack of built-in protection against malicious software through the underlying operating system or through thirdparty anti-virus programs, malicious programs can spread faster.
In this project, we introduce light-weight containment based security enforcement mechanisms for mobile wireless devices. Our goal is to provide high assurance of security from malicious third party apps by isolating program execution from the rest of the system inside containers. The framework we developed enables the mobile phone operating system to monitor, profile, control, and enforce policies on applications. In this regard, we focus on two aspects at the same time: process isolation through device virtualization and resource management. Process isolation aims to confine program execution in well-defined virtual containers to block any unauthorized access Approved for public release; distribution unlimited. and modification of files and other system resources. For resource management, we focus on resource usage accounting, application profiling, and resource provisioning for processes or process groups. Our ultimate goal is to provide efficient and effective security mechanisms that support a wide variety of security policies to create a secure execution environment for mobile devices.
We choose Google's Android platform [6] to implement our solutions. This is primarily due to the open source nature of the Android platform and expected increase in the market share of Android based mobile devices. Based on the observations above, the purpose of this project is to provide a virtualization based malware protection mechanism for smart phone mobile devices. Our overall aim is to:
1.
Provide a lightweight solution suitable for limited resource availability and realtime user interaction.
2.
Provide resource isolation, monitoring, profiling, and control for applications.
3.
Provide secure bi-directional communication channel between the host computer and the mobile device.
3 Approved for public release; distribution unlimited.
Methods, Assumptions, Procedures, and Results
From the perspective of security enforcement for software applications in mobile devices, our approach focuses both on data and resource isolation and management for leap-ahead security technology in hand-held devices. Below is the list of project tasks, work performed, and obtained results.
Task 1: Survey of Mobile Platforms
In this survey, we discuss three mobile platforms: Apple iPhone, Palm, and Google Android.
The iPhone mobile platform released by Apple uses an application model where software programs are restricted through "application sandboxes" sometimes called the "walled garden" approach. Application sandboxes are used to limit an application's access to files, preferences, and other hardware resources. The sandbox helps to reduce the damage caused compromised non-malicious software programs. Details of the implementation, however, are not published.
The Palm platform uses Linux kernel with proprietary extensions. A discussion of the vulnerabilities of the platform is discussed in [7] . Due to the propriety nature of the iPhone and Palm platforms, in this work we focus on the open source Google Android project, which uses a slightly modified Linux kernel as its operating system core.
Google Android platform built on a modified Linux kernel, and provides libraries for C, audio, video, database, and network communications. Android uses Dalvik VM for executing and containing programs written in Java. The VM expects a bytecode different from Sun's official bytecode. The library is based on a subset of Apache's Harmony toolkit.
Application control is achieved through the policy enforcement mechanism of the Dalvik VM. Applications written in Java that runs inside Dalvik can only use the set of functionalities provided by the Java API. However, the need for application control and the need for providing broad system level services are often contradictory. A malicious program can always ask for more permission that it needs, and users cannot be expected to make correct decisions all the time. Further, the Android platform allows the use of native C/C++ libraries that come with Java applications. This opens more opportunities for malicious applications to attack the system. Table 1 gives a comparison of features of different platforms. 
Task 2: Evaluation of Virtualization Techniques
Virtualization was first implemented as a product in 1972 by IBM with System/370 offerings for its mainframe computers. With the increased computing power of desktop systems, virtualization has seen a strong "revival" in recent years. A partial list of virtualization solutions include VMWare products [17] , Xen [3] , User Mode Linux (UML) [5] , VirtualBox [15] , and KVM [4] 1 .
Virtualization solutions have been used for operating system development and testing, resource consolidation, resource isolation, application debugging, profiling, and monitoring, etc. In the context of security research, the ability to monitor program execution from outside of the program execution environment provides a useful mechanism for detecting malicious program behavior [9, 8] . At the same time, virtualization is emerging as a potential solution to certain classes of security problems particularly around sandboxing malicious code.
With the increasing adoption of "smart phones," mobile wireless devices are becoming part of overall information infrastructure. Most virtualization techniques we have seen so far, however, mainly focus on desktop solutions and there has been little work in mobile device virtualization.
Only recently have there been some signs of development efforts towards this direction.
Different virtualization/isolation solutions exist for conventional computing platforms, such as paravirtualization (PV), virtual machines, OS-level virtual containers, and process control groups. Virtual machine monitors, like Xen [3] , provides a thin, privileged layer on top of hardware to support one or more guest operating systems. Virtual machines, on the other hand, provide an emulated hardware environment from within the operating system. OS-level virtualization can be viewed as "slicing" the host operating system into multiple smaller partitions. Process control groups is not normally considered as a virtualization approach, however, in this context it can provide isolation and resource control for processes.
Regardless of the virtualization approach, from the perspective of mobile devices, virtualization overhead and battery consumption is of paramount interest due to resource limitations and user expectations when starting an application. Table 2 gives a comparison of aforementioned virtualization solutions. We can see from the comparison that para-virtualization and virtual machine solutions are not really suitable for mobile hand-held devices due to high resource usage and higher application Approved for public release; distribution unlimited. start times. Based on these comparisons, we initially chose to focus on OS-level virtualization and process control groups as potential solutions to be considered for our purposes.
In terms of mobile platforms, there has been little support for virtualization: Palm and iPhone do not have any virtualization at all, while Google's Android platform uses a process virtualization solution using a custom Java Virtual Machine (so-named Dalvik Virtual Machine). Although providing process level virtualization is better than giving full control of the device to applications from a security perspective, the need of the system to restrict process access to system resources and the desire of the process to access system resources as it wishes is often contradictory. In our approach, we allow application to run in separate virtual containers, while performing resource management and policy enforcement at the host, one level below the virtual execution environment of the process.
We settled on the Google's Android platform [6] primarily due to its open source software stack. We ported OpenVZ [16], a lightweight virtualization method, for our virtualization solution. In parallel, we also consider Linux CGroups mechanism as a way for process control and resource management solution. While most virtualization solutions focus on platforms based on Intel architecture, most small devices use more power-efficient alternatives such as ARM processors.
We completed the port of OpenVZ to the ARM-based Google Android platform to create the first Android kernel that supports OpenVZ virtualization solution to our knowledge. We currently have a functioning OpenVZ Linux kernel that supports the Android platform. We also extended the Linux kernel to include support for battery management in a similar way that has been done in the Linux kernel for CPU, memory, and network.
Task 3: Identification of Threats on Smart Phones
Broadly speaking, channels of attacks on mobile devices can be categorized as follows:
• Vulnerabilities in built-in applications.
• Malicious downloaded software.
• Attacks through input channels, including USB connections, wireless communication, etc.
The motivations for attacks could be due to financial, military, or personal reasons. Attack types could also be different, such as traffic re-routing, spying through microphone and camera, stealing data, modifying system messages, altering audio and graphics output, attacks on resources such as battery drain, packet drops, high CPU usage, or even explicit attacks, such as playing sound or video.
To aid our studies, and to show proof of concept demonstration of possible attacks, we developed programs that perform most of the types of attacks that we have described above, such as blanking out device display, recording sound and video, and sending files to remote location. We have initial success in attacking certain hand-held devices through USB connections.
To aid our studies, and to show proof of concept demonstration of possible attacks, we have developed programs that perform most of the types of attacks that we have described above, such as blanking out device display, recording sound and video, sending files to remote locations, etc. For these tasks, we acquired Android-based devices and performed initial setup of the development environment. We also have initial success in attacking certain hand-held devices Approved for public release; distribution unlimited.
through USB connections. In addition, we analyzed the attack vectors pertaining to resource exhaustion. We completed the following sub-tasks:
1. Design and develop a set of proof of concept malicious programs: screen blank out, sound beeper, battery drainer, network traffic hog, expose position through GPS tracking. We developed applications that can disrupt the normal operations of a normal phone and can be delivered over the network with the consent of the user.
2.
Design and develop malicious applications that can evade the current updating mechanism and user consent to either leak information or disrupt the device. These types of attacks rely on remote exploitation and updating mechanisms and they are more severe threats to the smart phone devices.
3.
Profiling applications based on their resource consumption. This will allow us to be able to detect malicious applications or modification of legitimate applications based on behavioral model profiling based on lab and user-collected experience.
Task 4: Isolation Architecture for Secure Code Execution
The goal of this task is to architect a solution for running untrusted code in containers to isolate the untrusted code from the rest of the platform, while providing a seamless user experience. In this task, we employed a lightweight virtualization mechanism, OpenVZ, for the Google Android platform. The architecture employs layered file systems, providing detection of malicious or anomalous events, and remediation after attack. In addition, we investigated metering resources of the device given to untrusted code. We completed the following sub-tasks:
We successfully ported OpenVZ to the ARM platforms that run Google code. The task involved heavy kernel re-programming since both OpenVZ and Google have modified the vanilla Linux Kernel according to their needs. The completion of this subtask allows us to isolate and meter resources consumed by Android and C/C++ applications. The main challenges in this process were due to independent changes made to the Linux kernel by the Android and OpenVZ projects, and lack of an official port of OpenVZ to ARM-based architectures, on which Android is built. We currently have a running Android platform with kernel-level virtualization based on OpenVZ. We have also been able to port OpenVZ tools for ARM architecture to Android, and prepared OpenVZ templates for the Android platform.
2.
Control and Isolate the sharing of critical resources including:
The Android kernel architecture and the devices used for display are crucial for the design of a control and isolation architecture for mobile devices. Indeed, Android relies on the standard framebuffer device (/dev/fb0 or /dev/graphics/fb0) and driver as described in the linux/fb.h kernel header file, which provides an abstraction for the graphics hardware. The framebuffer device acts as an abstraction of the real the framebuffer of any video hardware and allows application software to access the graphics hardware through a well-defined Approved for public release; distribution unlimited.
interface. This allows software to operate without any knowledge of the underlying hardware beyond well-defined capabilities. The framebuffer driver is usually implemented as a character device under the Linux kernel. To implement display virtualization, we wrote a kernel module that implements the framebuffer operations.
To create multiple framebuffer devices, we insert multiple modules that only differ in driver name (so that more than one driver can be inserted). Assuming two framebuffer devices, /dev/fb1 and /dev/fb2 are created, these two files can be mapped to the /dev/fb0 file of two different execution environments. Applications running inside such environments will see and use such frame buffer devices as normal graphics devices, but they cannot use or modify the framebuffers of other virtual devices or the physical display without an explicit mapping by a privileged user at the host level. Once allocating the video memory and setting the pixel format, the system can use mmap() to map the memory into the process's address space. All writes to the framebuffer are done through this mmapped memory.
As discussed earlier, one of the main differences between mobile devices and conventional computing platforms is their reliance on battery resource availability. Defective applications or defective updates to previously functional applications can cause the hardware devices on the phone to overtax the battery. Deliberate or accidental, these applications can take over communications, including Cell (GSM/EDGE), WiFi, Bluetooth, or display of the device and eventually cause a denial of service through battery starvation. Another possible attack vector for battery exhaustion is to taint the mobile device's ability to sense network signals, thereby causing it to go into signal searching mode too often, and resulting battery exhaustion. To achieve the isolation we used existing kernel mechanisms modified appropriately for the Android platform: our approach leverages Linux Control Groups to provide a mechanism for aggregating/partitioning sets of tasks, and all their future children, into hierarchical groups with specialized behavior. These groups have very low overhead as compared to traditional virtualization or jailing techniques. Linux Groups management is available through simplified user-space file operations to control access to the CPU, memory, network, input/output character devices, and file system. All running processes that appear to consume resources beyond their profiled and permitted allotment can be placed into a suspended or resource-controlled state. This prevents them from exhausting the mobile device resources and alerts the user of the presence of a non-conforming application. Processes that are added to the suspended group of processes can potentially be ported to a different computing device and can be replayed in a protected environment for performing analysis.
In addition to the battery and display, we use the existing Google-implemented wake-locks to monitor and control access to any hardware device that is either present or connected to the mobile phone device.
3.
Provide virtualized clocks at virtual containers that adjust time scales relative to the underlying physical clock of the device, so that the rate of periodic tasks of an application inside a virtual container can be changed without the application's notice. This can be helpful in adjusting the behavior an application with limited rate adjustment options. To achieve that, we use a different scheduling algorithm on the processes that are marked in need of virtualized clock. These processes are treated either as having higher or lower priority that other processes that run in the Dalvik VM. For this, we leverage our Approved for public release; distribution unlimited. porting of the Linux Control Groups to create a new scheduling discipline. Moreover, we can modify the process scheduling algorithm in accordance with the hardware utilization from each process in order to achieve power saving for the entire system. While we can demonstrate that it is possible to restructure process scheduler's wait queue in accordance with each process's hardware usage, the goal here was overall system energy optimization, and not per-process energy profiling, hardware access rate control or policing or resources.
4.
Provide a set of performance metrics to be used for the evaluation of our prototype and provide trade-off analyses of different approaches that pertain to both security and performance requirements.
Task 5: Prototype Evaluation on Android Platform
We focused our experimental efforts on Google's Android platform because it has an open development platform that facilitates the implementation of operating system modules and driver isolation. In addition, it is device independent, which means that we can develop our prototype on a desktop environment using QEMU [18] and then port it to the device of our choice.
1.
We evaluated different virtualization technologies. In this sub-task, we evaluated different virtualization technologies and their limitations. This includes widely available virtualization technologies including VMWare, Xen, and OpenVZ.
2.
We evaluated against malware instances.
3.
We validated effectiveness of control mechanisms.
4.
We evaluated performance metrics.
5.
Video of malware exploits and defenses. We created videos showing how malware can exploit the platform and how our techniques can defend against. The video is generated using exploits for Camera and Microphone. Activities in this task focused on quantifying early results from a proof-of-concept prototype in both performance and assurance. Approved for public release; distribution unlimited.
Architecture and Technical Discussions
In this section, we provide architectural and technical details in our implementations of our proposed solutions.
Virtualization
To achieve the aforementioned system goals, we propose the following conceptual system architecture as shown in Figure 1 .
Figure 1: System Architecture
For commonly used applications in mobile hand-held devices users expect responsive behavior from the system from application start up to user interaction. In an effort to isolate separate instances of program execution in separate containers, a virtualization solution inevitably introduces execution overhead compared to native program execution. As a result, the main challenge in interactive application support is that the virtualization solution should be light weight, while providing full virtualization of graphics, audio, and other system resources. Further, it should also support fast and seamless switching of applications running in different containers.
For controlled execution of software applications, we consider the following three different aspects that need to be addressed:
• File system level isolation
• System resource control
• Virtualized device support
Together, these three mechanisms provide execution isolation and control in terms of file system, processes, and IO operations. Approved for public release; distribution unlimited.
File Level System Isolation
For file level system isolation, we use the built-in Linux chroot mechanism to contain application execution under a sub-directory of the host file system. This prevents a malicious application from damaging system files and from unauthorized access to other applications' data, such as preferences, contacts, etc.
As we know, chroot is an operation that changes the apparent disk root directory for the current running process and its children. This can be used for testing, recovery, privilege separation, and security. If run with root privileges, chroot can be broken however. If the goal of chroot is privilege separation and security, as in our case, then chroot should not be run as privileged user.
A chroot environment can be created either through some system provided tools or through a manual process. For our purposes, we need the following for our chroot environment:
1.
A default shell 2.
The su program to drop root user privileges 3.
Basic tools (cp, ls, mv, etc) 4.
Platform specific programs (dalvikvm, etc) 5.
Supporting libraries for applications 6.
Necessary directories (/tmp, cache directories, ...) 7.
Necessary devices (framebuffer devices, etc) One way to create a chroot directory is to use OS provided tools, if available, such as debootstrap for Debian:
This will create a directory with common directories, library files, and commands. More commands can be added after the initialization.
Another way is to manually identify, copy, or create necessary files and directories. This is more flexible, but is also time-consuming. We use this approach for the Android platform since there is no ready-made system initialization commands such as "debootstrap" for the Android platform that we know of. We automate this process through shell scripts.
In the simplest form, a chroot operation may look like this:
This, however, starts the chroot environment with root privileges, so a drop of root privileges is necessary for safer operations:
$ sudo /usr/sbin/chroot /chroot/dir /bin/su -$USER -c "$PARAMETERS"
This will start the container with the privileges of the $USER, as defined by the user database file under the chroot directory.
In more general terms, a script should be used for initialization, validation, and privilege adjustment operations rather directly invoking the shell or the su command. Approved for public release; distribution unlimited.
System Resource Control
Different mechanisms are used to support resource control depending on the method used to support system virtualization. These resource mechanisms are discussed below. CGroups Resource Control. Linux control groups (CGroups) are used as a mechanism to control a group of processes for specialized behavior. One advantage of CGroups compared to OpenVZ is that CGroups exists as part of the Linux kernel, and, unlike OpenVZ, is readily available to use.
OpenVZ-based Resource
Under CGroups mechanism, a cgroup associates a set of tasks with a set of parameters for one or more subsystems. A subsystem is a module that makes use of the task grouping facilities provided by cgroups to treat groups of tasks in particular ways. A subsystem is typically a "resource controller" that schedules a resource or applies per-cgroup limits, but it may be anything that wants to act on a group of processes, e.g. a virtualization subsystem. Currently available are cgroup subsystems including CPU, memory, network, device access, etc. For our purpose, we also add a new battery subsystem to control process groups based on battery usage. Figure 2 demonstrates that effectiveness of CPU usage control on applications. 
Virtualized Device Support
The third area is the virtualized device support. In this work, we primarily focus on the virtualization of the display as a first step to provide interactive application support. For control groups approach, processes should allow access certain authorized devices only. This can be used in combination with a chroot environment to confine the process under a subdirectory, and mounting virtualized devices as needed under that subdirectory.
For the virtual container approach, each container will be assigned its own framebuffer device when started. Applications running inside a container can use the framebuffer device either directly, or through a third-party graphics library. Whenever a virtual container becomes active for user interaction, the host kernel will map the virtual container's framebuffer device to the native framebuffer so that the container's output will be displayed on the device screen. The host will then direct user data, including keyboard and mouse input, to the active virtual container to be processed. This enables fast switching between different applications running inside separate containers. A conceptual illustration is shown in Figure 3 .
Figure 3: Virtualized Display Architecture
For faster application startup times inside virtual containers, we use pre-created virtual containers when starting applications. In this scheme, the host operating system tries to make sure that there will be a pristine virtual execution environment ready when an application is started by creating spare virtual containers, and when pre-created containers are about to be used up. By combining quick startup and fast switching between applications, users are provided with a responsive execution environment for interactive applications. The framebuffer device and virtual display implementation are further discussed below.
Android Framebuffer Device. Android relies on the standard framebuffer device (/dev/fb0 or /dev/graphics/fb0) and driver as described in the linux/fb.h kernel header file, which provides an abstraction for the graphics hardware. Framebuffer device represents the framebuffer of some video hardware and allows application software to access the graphics hardware through a welldefined interface. Approved for public release; distribution unlimited.
Android uses two buffers for the display device: front buffer and back buffer. The front buffer is used for composition and the back buffer is used for drawing. Android flips these buffers by adjusting buffer offsets to ensure minimal data copying between these two buffers. Because of this design, Android requires a linear address space of mappable memory twice the size of hardware display (in pixels).
A typical frame display procedure is as follows:
• Accessing the driver by opening /dev/fb0 or /dev/graphics/fb0.
• Using ioctl calls to retrieve display information. The request types are FBIOGET_FSCREENINFO or FBIOGET_VSCREENINFO.
• Using FBIOGET_VSCREENINFO to map needed space and set pixel format, such as rgb_565, etc.
Virtual Display Implementation. The framebuffer driver is normally implemented as a character device under the Linux kernel. For display virtualization, we write a kernel module that implements the framebuffer operations. For debugging and testing purposes, we use a regular Linux installation (Debian) besides the Android platform. For Android platform, we implement the framebuffer driver based on the sample driver implementation (pguidefb.c), and for the regular Linux distribution, we base our implementation on drivers/video/vfb.c.
To create multiple framebuffer devices, we insert multiple modules that only differ in driver name (so that more than one driver can be inserted). The driver name can be defined in the platform_driver structure as follows:
static struct platform_driver vfb_driver = { .probe = vfb_probe, .remove = vfb_remove, .driver = { .name = "vfb1", }, };
Assuming there are no framebuffer devices (under /dev), the following commands can be used to load modules to create two framebuffer devices under our regular Linux system:
After this step, two framebuffer devices, /dev/fb0 and /dev/fb1 should appear. We also implemented helper programs to modify framebuffer device settings after the devices are installed.
The function pointed ".probe" member of the structure above will be called at the initialization stage to register framebuffer device, and to set up variables, memory space, etc.
More operations that the framebuffer device should support are specified using fb_ops structure. A sample declaration is given as follows (from Android's pguidefb.c): Approved for public release; distribution unlimited. The .fb_check_var function should be implemented to check if a variable is supported by the hardware device, and .fb_set_var function should be able to set video settings, including rotation, etc. .fb_setcolreg is used to software color map. As discussed above, when a page flip is required, Android makes a call FBIOPUT_VSCREENINFO ioctl call with a new y-offset pointing to the other buffer in video memory. The .fb_pan_display function is used in order to do the actual flip.
After allocating the video memory and setting the pixel format, the system can use mmap() to map the memory into the process's address space. All writes to the framebuffer are done through this mmaped memory.
After the framebuffer devices are initialized, they should be used in the virtualization context as depicted in Figure 3 . We use the following steps to implement the device virtualization and isolation:
• Create/install framebuffer devices at the host system.
• Create a directory for each container to be mounted inside chroot directory.
• Put links for framebuffer devices under appropriate directories created above.
• Enter the chroot environment:
• Enter container (as root)
• Create a regular user
• Set permissions to the regular user to access virtual devices
• Drop privileges to become the regular user and execute requested command Below are sample scenarios for the steps described above:
First we create framebuffer devices:
$ ls /dev/fb* $ ls: cannot access /dev/fb*: No such file or directory $ $ modprobe vfb $ insmod vfb1.ko $ insmod vfb2.ko $ Approved for public release; distribution unlimited. Then we create directories to be mounted under chroot directories, put links to framebuffer devices, and mount them under chroot directories:
$ mkdir /dev/virt0 $ mkdir /dev/virt1 $ $ ln /dev/fb0 /dev/virt0/fb0 $ ln /dev/fb1 /dev/virt1/fb0 $ $ mount --bind /dev/virt0 /tmp/chroot0/dev/graphics $ mount --bind /dev/virt1 /tmp/chroot1/dev/graphics Now we setup the environment by fixing file names and adjusting permissions:
$ chroot /tmp/chroot0 /bin/ln -s /dev/graphics/fb0 /dev/fb0 $ chroot /tmp/chroot0 /usr/sbin/useradd android $ chroot /tmp/chroot0 /bin/chown android /dev/fb0 $ chroot /tmp/chroot0 /bin/su -android UserCommand -c "Parameters" Similar steps can be done for other chroot environments. This way, the user android will only be able to execute the command UserCommand with Parameters inside the /tmp/chroot0 directory. The user can modify /dev/fb0 inside the new container, which is mapped to host's /dev/fb0. However, it cannot access other files or devices from inside the container.
Resource Management
Linux Control Groups
Control Groups provide a mechanism for aggregating/partitioning sets of tasks, and all their future children, into hierarchical groups with specialized behavior. One main advantage of cgroups mechanism is that it already exists in the Linux kernel, and can readily be used. Another advantage is it is very low overhead and provides dynamic control available through simplified file operations. Linux CGroups provide facilities to control CPU, memory, network, etc, as follows:
• Cpuset The CPU subsystem provides mechanisms to control CPU usage of processes. The CPUSet subsystem assigns processes to logical CPUs as seen by the operating system. The CPUAcct subsystem provides CPU usage statistics for processes. The memory subsystem controls memory usage and provides related statistics, such as the number of times maximum memory limit has exceeded. Devices subsystem controls access to system devices. Freezer provides an easy way of putting processes to sleep or waking them up. Net_cls provides a method for marking network packets originating from processes in a specific control group so that further processing can be done at the OS level using tools such traffic control (tc) or iptables.
Most of such implementation efforts are geared towards traditional computing platforms, and do not have support for battery management, an important resource for hand-held mobile devices. In this project, we explored ways to utilize and augment currently available CGroups mechanisms listed above. Besides built-in control mechanisms, we also extended CGroups to support battery usage accounting through a new battery management subsystem. Shown in Figure 4 is a diagram of our Android implementation with kernel patches (shaded) to the subsystem components. 
Battery Basic Container Design
Our Battery Resource Container needs the following components:
1. Per-process device access estimator.
2.
Live calculation of device or hardware component's relative weights for battery charge consumption.
3.
Live per-process battery charge calculator based on our energy model.
4.
Container using the cgroups infrastructure to group processes together based on any defined criteria.
5.
Mechanism to remove processes from ready queue in the Linux process scheduler whenever the battery resource container deems so. 6 .
Use of kernel namespaces in order to report to the processes in the cgroup about 100% resource exhaustion when their quota is utilized for a given time cycle.
Top-level modules associated with Battery Resource Container are shown in Figure 5 . Approved for public release; distribution unlimited. 
Per-Process Device Access Estimator
Google Android team implemented an aggressive power management policy on top of the Linux power management, in which "wakelocks" are used in order to keep each hardware component from going back to low-power states, idle and suspend. When an application needs to access any hardware, it calls for the wakelock. Function wake_lock_internal is called every time this lock is accessed. At this time, we record this call in the form of a linked list stored in the task_struct of the process with the help of the current macro which points to the currently scheduled kernel process or task.
It is however not sufficient to know which process accessed which hardware component. It is also important to know the level of resource consumption. It is important to know the frequency at which the CPU operated to service a given task, and also, the amount of data that was actually transferred over the network by each process.
In order to account for the actual amount of data sent over the network by a process we watch for all packets in the kernel sockets and attribute a packet created to the current process which has been scheduled by the kernel. This is done when sock->ops->sendmsg(iocb, sock, msg, size) function is called. The size is added to the previously recorded number of bytes of data sent over the network by the process associated with the current macro.
For all other hardware components we assume that within the small kernel time cycle, only one single process accesses the hardware in question, at full consumption level. This is especially true for display, where the entire screen is taken over by a single view which in most cases is a single process; although the varying levels of brightness do cause variations in battery consumption, which must be accounted for, on our later models.
The accuracy of our model for estimating the device access at runtime on a per-process level is debatable. This is an area that can be further researched. We do not have alternate implementations at hand, at the moment, to verify our usage estimations against.
Energy Model
The calculations are based on the actual milliampere-hour (mAh) battery charge reported by the battery driver to the kernel. Since we watch this value during every timer cycle in-kernel, we do not need to separately implement our own sampling window. Therefore, a simple formula can be used to calculate the live battery charge per-process: Approved for public release; distribution unlimited.
B=battery; P=process; H=hardware component
Battery charge per-process is the weighted sum of battery charge consumed by each device during current kernel cycle multiplied by the percentage usage of that device by the same process. Google Android has the weights pre-calculated and approximated for simplicity. These weights are stored in an XML file in their source tree. While we can start the calculations using these weights, it is highly inaccurate to use these same weights for every handset.
These weights can be adjusted in the live system using a simple stochastic model. The devices or hardware components in question here are CPU, display, WiFi, radio, audio, GPS, and Bluetooth. This can be engineered by comparing the current rate of fall of battery charge and the list of devices which are active in current time cycle with the summary of previous results.
CGroups Based Subsystem for Battery Quota
Control Group is a set of tasks in the Linux kernel that has been grouped together to better manage their interaction with system hardware. This grouping can be performed based on different policies either decided by the user, or the system. On Android, if we group together tasks based on their userid, we can set quotas for individual application. The policies that are to be used have been left out of the scope of this work.
The way to interact with cgroups to create, destroy and assign tasks is by using the file system interface. The control groups system allows for process grouping and we go forward to implement our battery quota subsystem that can be enforced upon this process set in the cgroup. The underlying mechanism consists of three elements: the control groups, subsystems, and hierarchies. Our battery quota subsystem has an interface that allows for assigning percentage of usage limits over the process set in the cgroup associated. The file system has the following elements:
battery.quota.percent. This is used to set the percentage limit to battery consumption. If the tasks in the current cgroup end up using the given amount of percentage battery, the tasks are never brought back to the ready queue until the battery is placed into charging mode, or until the cgroup is modified or deleted.
battery.quota.charge. This is used to set the absolute battery charge limit to battery consumption.
battery.quota.rate. This is used to set the percentage rate limit to battery consumption. This interface can also be used to slow down a particular set of tasks. The tasks in the cgroup are not allowed to exhaust the battery, unless there are others in the system having an equal piece of it.
battery.next_balance. Some interface to determine the number of jiffies until the current task is ready to be scheduled again.
Conclusions and Recommendations
This project explored security architectures for mobile computing devices. With the increase of computing power, memory, storage and wireless connectivity, mobile wireless devices are being increasingly used by a wide spectrum of users, in everyday life as well as in military scenarios. These new hand-held devices are capable of carrying significant amount of personal data, like financial bank-related information and important documents, while also used in mission-critical operations.
Most hand-held mobile devices today are equipped with a phone, web browser, music player, camera, and a horde of other applications and services. Google Android, NeoFreeRunner, Nokia Maemo, iPhone OS and Windows Phone OS are some noteworthy hand-held device platforms capable of performing most of the functions previously found only in full-fledged desktop operating systems. Usability of such devices is further increased by the availability of third-party applications that can be purchased or freely downloaded by users from online application stores or developer websites. This possibility for greater functionality and convenience, however, also exposes the user to a greater risk from malicious software programs. While mobile applications that can be downloaded from untrusted third-party sites are commonly regarded as the main source of such malicious software, security risks can also come from vendor-certified app stores, as it is difficult for the vendors to thoroughly test thousands of applications whose behavior could potentially be made time and location dependent. Further, even the built-in applications that come with such wireless mobile devices may contain security holes that need to be addressed. As a result, users and missions are placed at risk from both malicious apps as well as attacks against vulnerable apps.
The goal of this project was to develop secure architectures for securely running apps on smart phones. We developed a light-weight, containment-based security architecture for mobile wireless devices to provide high assurance of security from malicious third party apps. The framework we developed enables the mobile phone operating system to monitor, profile, control, and enforce policies on applications. We employ process isolation to confine program execution in well-defined virtual containers to block any unauthorized access and modification of files and other system resources. We also implement resource management, to regulate resource usage and provisioning for processes or process groups. We believe our architecture and prototype demonstrated that the goal of ultimately providing efficient and effective security mechanisms to support a wide variety of security policies against malicious apps for mobile devices is achievable.
Our preliminary work in this seedling effort demonstrated effective confinement of malicious apps on Android platforms. Recommend further investment to mature this technology.
